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Nations shall beat swords into plowshares and the children will 
lead...

Brian Kavanagh

We live in the hope of a generation
raised to hold hammers instead of 
guns,

Who wish to plow the earth and 
never to salt it,

A generation that will seek to seed 
hope
where we have cultivated misery and 
hate,

A generation that might one day
reap the joys of a reign without end. 

Ammon Allen-Douçot
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D                     ear friends, readers, and (hopefully) supporters,
Our work of planting seeds of justice while also performing works of mercy are not 

possible without your support. If you want to support our efforts to work and pray for peace 
with justice, justice with mercy and life with dignity for all of God’s children please share 
your blessings with us by giving of your time, talent or treasure. Join us as we try to “do 
justice, love kindness and walk humbly with our God” (Micah 6:8). Donations can be sent to: 26 
Clark St., Hartford CT 06120. Be well, Do good. 

No Innocent Bystanders: 
Becoming an Ally in the 

Struggle for Justice

by Shannon Craigo-Snell, Ph.D
and Christopher J. Doucot
 published by Westminster John 
Knox Press. Pre-orders now avail-
able at Amazon. 

Dwight, Jackie and Chris will be featured in the 
interactive photo-exhibit

PIVOTAL HARTFORD: 
Faces of Change.

at The Bushnell for 5 Wednesdays from 1:00-4:00pm:
December 21, and 28,  January 4, 11, and 18.
Join us for the Opening: Monday, December 19 at 7pm!
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I still don't know what I was waiting forAnd my time was running wildA million dead-end streetsEvery time I thought I'd got it madeIt seemed the taste was not so sweetSo I turned myself to face meBut I've never caught a glimpseOf how the others must see the fakerI'm much too fast to take that testCh-ch-ch-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Turn and face the strainCh-ch-ChangesDon't have to be a richer manCh-ch-ch-ch-ChangesCh-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Don't want to be a better manTime may change meBut I can't trace timeI watch the ripples change their sizeBut never leave the streamOf warm impermanence andSo the days float through my eyesBut the days still seem the sameAnd these children that you spit onAs they try to change their worldsAre immune to your consultationsThey're quite aware of what they're going throughCh-ch-ch-ch-ChangesCh-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Don't tell them to grow up and out of itCh-ch-ch-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Where's your shameYou've left us up to our necks in itTime may change meBut you can't trace timeStrange fascination, fascinating meChanges are taking the pace I'm going thruCh-ch-ch-ch-ChangesCh-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Look out you Rock'n' rollersCh-ch-ch-ch-ChangesCh-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Pretty soon now you're gonna get olderTime may change meBut I can't trace timeI said that time may change meBut I can't trace time
I still don't know what I was waiting forAnd my time was running wildA million dead-end streetsEvery time I thought I'd got it madeIt seemed the taste was not so sweetSo I turned myself to face meBut I've never caught a glimpseOf how the others must see the fakerI'm much too fast to take that testCh-ch-ch-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Turn and face the strainCh-ch-ChangesDon't have to be a richer manCh-ch-ch-ch-ChangesCh-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Don't want to be a better manTime may change meBut I can't trace timeI watch the ripples change their sizeBut never leave the streamOf warm impermanence andSo the days float through my eyesBut the days still seem the sameAnd these children that you spit onAs they try to change their worldsAre immune to your consultationsThey're quite aware of what they're going throughCh-ch-ch-ch-ChangesCh-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Don't tell them to grow up and out of itCh-ch-ch-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Where's your shameYou've left us up to our necks in itTime may change meBut you can't trace timeStrange fascination, fascinating meChanges are taking the pace I'm going thruCh-ch-ch-ch-ChangesCh-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Look out you Rock'n' rollersCh-ch-ch-ch-ChangesCh-ch-Changes (Turn and face the strange)Pretty soon now you're gonna get olderTime may change meBut I can't trace timeI said that time may change meBut I can't trace time
https://www.amazon.com/No-Innocent-Bystanders-Becoming-Struggle/dp/0664262627/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1478641914&sr=8-1&keywords=doucot
http://www.goldenthreadgallery.org/pivotal-hartford-faces-of-change/


A Soul Cannot Be Worn Out
Christopher J. Douçot

Last week I took Sedrick shop-
ping for a pair of work boots. With 
only a $733 SSI disability check 
each month Sedrick cannot afford 
to buy his own shoes after paying 
$525 for rent, and another $75 or so 
for heat and lights. At first I was a 
little aggravated wondering why he 
needed a new pair of boots already. 
It seemed to me that we had 
just bought him a pair last 
year. He corrected me tell-
ing me his current boots 
were two years old. But still 
I thought to myself out loud, 
“I still have the pair I bought 
that day.” Rightly exasperated 
with me, Sedrick pointed out 
that my boots are only worn 
a handful of times a year but 
his soles had been worn out 
walking everywhere. You 
would think by this point I 
would be embarrassed at my 
thick-headed, insensitive, 
“judge-mentalism”. Yeah, 
you’d be wrong. Heading 
north on the Berlin Turnpike 
I said to Sedrick “Don’t lose 
these boots”. Looking at me 
like the fool I was he said: “Pops, 
how am I gonna lose my shoes? You 
can’t lose your shoes unless some-
one chases you out of them. I seen 
that once. You seen the Lion King? 
I laughed like that hyena!” It was 
an emotionally brilliant thing to 
say. Without shaming, or otherwise 
hurting me, he used humor to show 
me how wrong I was. 

Sedrick is like Forrest Gump; 
except instead of being in the right 
place at the right time, Sedrick has 
often been in the wrong place at 
the wrong time. Eleven years ago 
I wrote about Sedrick and “Julio”, 
then aged 19 and 7. Sedrick had just 
finished two years in a juvenile jail 
and Julio had just begun spending 
significant time with us; living with 
us for much of the summer. Julio 
was just beginning a childhood that 

very much resembled the childhood 
that Sedrick was just leaving. They 
both lived in extreme poverty- for 
a time in the same dank building 
where the stench of stale urine in 
the stairwells is suffocating. They 
both had moms who loved them 
the best they could while strug-
gling with addictions. Neither really 
knew their dad. They both had 

some poverty related health issues 
and they both attended schools ill 
equipped to prepare them for the 
world. I mused with guarded hope 
that Julio could make his way in this 
world while doubting that Sedrick 
would survive and be free by the 
time he reached thirty. I will update 
folks on Julio, who is now the age 
Sedrick was 11 years ago, in our next 
issue but for now I want to focus on 
Sedrick. 

After he had disarmed me with 
the Lion King reference, Sedrick got 
serious and took stock of his life, 
“someone in jail told me if you have 
nothing at thirty you are useless and 
only have excuses”.

Channeling my inner James Tay-
lor I sheepishly offered, “You have 
me, a friend”. He immediately shot 
back, “You’re not my friend, you’re 

my father”.
When I wrote about Sedrick back 

in 2005 it was in the wake of a short-
lived attempt to share our living 
space with him. This arrangement 
came about after I had impulsively 
interrupted a judge who was in the 
process of sending Sedrick to prison 
for three years. Remarkably, the 
judge did not find me in contempt, 

more remarkably the judge 
agreed to suspend Sedrick’s 
sentence in favor of my offer 
to take him in. We asked 
Sedrick to leave after only a 
few weeks when he harm-
lessly, but scarily, chased our 
son around our parked car 
one afternoon. Obviously, 
I’m not Sedrick’s father. 
I’m not his stepfather, nor 
even his fairy godfather. If 
I had been I would not have 
shown him the door when 
his choices were few and 
unfavorable. 

For a while I was his con-
servator after a probate judge 
deemed him incapable of 
making responsible choices. 
After a bit, a saintly older 

woman, who helped found the Gen-
gras Center in West Hartford, be-
came his conservator and his fiercest 
advocate. Unfortunately when this 
grand dame of dignity fell ill and 
moved away a lawyer, seemingly 
motivated by a small portion of Se-
drick’s check, was briefly appointed 
conservator until the court decided 
that Secrick no longer needed con-
serving. The Social Security Admin-
istration, though, still doesn’t believe 
Sedrick to be capable of managing 
his money and so I have held this 
responsibility for several years. 

During our ride home from the 
shoe store Sedrick reflected on his 
life, and his regrets. Knowing that 
we just had a teenage boy live with 
us for nearly a year he said, “I wish 

(Please see: Soul, p4)
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A Soul, cont.
you had taken me away from my 
mother when I was a kid…” He 
told me that scaring Ammon was 
the “biggest mistake of my life”. “If 
I hadn’t done that and if I hadn’t 
done that thing at UCONN, I’d still 
be with you? huh?” That “thing at 
UCONN” was stealing $10 from a 
purse that led to my briefly being 
detained by the police and his being 
imprisoned for 2 years! 

Once someone is incarcer-
ated for thirty days Social 
Security suspends SSI benefits. 
When he was released we 
reapplied for benefits. It took 
several months for them to be 
re-approved since Social Secu-
rity has to determine if he was 
still disabled- as if somehow 
being in jail for two years had 
cured him! During that time he 
surfed couches. 

When his disability claim 
was finally approved he was 
awarded a retroactive check for 
benefits that began accruing on 
the day he filed his new claim. 
With this money Sedrick could 
afford the roughly $1400 he 
would need to move into his 
first ever apartment- an apart-
ment he found on his own. His place 
isn’t great. The building is being 
milked by an absentee landlord. It 
is dirty and run down. Still, it is his 
place. The unfurnished apartment 
was filled by several of our support-
ers and became his home. 

Sedrick is not an angel. He has 
been arrested a number of times 
for getting into fights with his 
mother and for possessing small 
amounts of pot. He has also been 
arrested for doing the bidding of 
folks who have manipulated him 
into doing their crimes- like cashing 
bad checks. There have also been 
times when he hasn’t needed a lot 
of manipulating. Like the rest of 
us, Sedrick wants stuff. Being poor 
and having an intellectual disability 
hasn’t made Sedrick impervious to 

Madison Avenue madness, nor have 
these conditions stripped him of 
the desire to do things like go to a 
movie or buy some KFC.  Sedrick 
is on a first name basis with most 
Hartford cops- not because he is a 
thug but because he can be funny 
and personable. He is also on a first 
name basis with the prosecutors on 
Lafayette St. who don’t give him the 
benefit of the doubt. 

Over the summer a “cousin” of 
his moved into an adjacent apart-
ment. For unknown reasons this 
man began to harass Sedrick. He 
also broke into Sedrick’s apartment. 
When Sedrick called the police to 
report the break in (he did so in 
order to not be evicted or charged 
for the broken door) the “cousin” 
retaliated by convincing someone at 
the courthouse to issue a restraining 
order against Sedrick. Sedrick violat-
ed the order by simply going home. 
He was arrested on a felony charge. 
Because of his history he was denied 
a PTA (promise to appear). In order 
to get out of jail Sedrick needed to 
pay a bondsman more than $700 or 
lose his home and his income while 
he sat in jail waiting to be tried. 
Since Sedrick did not (and never 

will) have an extra $700, his 
mother was able to convince 
a bondsman to accept payment in 
installments. 

Bail is often a pernicious penalty 
against the poor. The purpose of 
bail is to assure that defendants will 
report back to court for their pro-
ceedings. If people have savings or 
a home they can post that as bail to 
get out. After their case is disposed 
they get their money back. Poor 
people pay a bondsman 10% of the 
bail. The bondsman posts the rest 

and guarantees the return of 
the defendant. The bonded 
defendant doesn’t get their 
money back. 

I used the word “pro-
ceedings” rather than trial 
because more than 95% of 
all criminal cases in America 
end in plea deals rather than 
by trial. In a plea bargain the 
prosecutor will tell a defen-
dant, who is un/under-rep-
resented if poor, that if they 
forgo a trial and plead guilty 
to a lesser charge, or to only 
one of several charges, they 
will receive a better sentence. 
Fearing a stiff sentence this 
system of (in)justice has led 
to increasing numbers of in-

nocent people pleading guilty.
 To make matters worse, Black 

and Brown people are systemati-
cally offered harsher deals than their 
white counterparts. After Sedrick 
bravely, and wisely, declined pro-
gressively worse plea offers over 
the course of the Fall, the prosecu-
tor rightly, and justly, dropped the 
charges. His cousin has subsequently 
been evicted. 

The bondsman is still looking to 
get paid since his commission is not 
contingent upon the potential guilt 
of the defendant. I’ve spoken with 
the bondsman and apologized after 
informing him that I control Sed-
rick’s meager money and will not be 
paying off his bond. The bondsman 
could sue Sedrick and seek a lien 
against him but I doubt that would 
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be worth the effort or expense. What 
is more likely is that if Sedrick is 
again arrested he will not be able to 
find a bondsman willing to accept 
his business- even if he could pay up 
front. 

Sedrick calls me everyday and 
he comes to see me several times a 
week. He has a ton of time on his 
hands and is often so bored he begs 
to join me when I go grocery shop-
ping or run other errands. When he 
joins me he invariably asks for a job 
application. He is eager to work but 
is never hired.

I do love Sedrick but he frustrates 
the heck out of me. My frustration is 
compounded by my guilt. Every time 
I’m with him I feel that not only has 
our society let him down, but that 
maybe I have as well. On the one 
hand I believe we made the right de-
cision asking him to leave our home 
eleven years ago. Doing so led to 
him finding a place of his own where 
he has learned to cook, care for him-
self, and pursue relationships with an 
amount of privacy he would never 
have had here. On the other hand, I 
wonder if he would have been in and 
out of jail over the last decade. 

For now Sedrick’s life consists of 
walking our dog, doing odd jobs for 
a few bucks, reading James Patter-
son crime novels in the library, and 
babysitting for friends. More recently 
he started reading Grandma Mick’s 
( Jackie’s mom) memoir after seeing a 
copy on our dining room table . For 
weeks he has been bugging me to 
buy him an Xbox 360. I’m thinking 
of asking Santa for it.  

For the most part Sedrick has 
been dismissed by our society 
because he has a low IQ- which is 
rather ironic since the state of things 
suggests a plummeting of our col-
lective IQ. Sedrick is also poor and 
Black in a society that is constantly 
devising new ways to keep poor and 
Black people in the margins. Sed-
rick may have a low IQ but he is no 
dummy. Emotionally he might be 
considered a genius with his ability 
to connect and strike up a conversa-

tion with just about anyone. I am 
impatient with Sedrick- especially 
when he responds with “Huh?” to 
everything I say- but still we care 
about each other. He is amazingly 
perceptive of the feelings of oth-
ers and expresses sincere empathy 
(more often than not) when he sees 
someone hurting.

 I don’t want to romanticize Se-
drick; I’m not sure I could. He is a 
flawed character, as am I, as are you; 
and like us he has hopes and de-
sires, dreams and disappointments. 
His twenties turned out better than 
I feared and better than his teen 
years. Please pray with me that his 
thirties are better still. 

We are living in a time that exalts 
the superficiality of celebrity. These 

are also days when cruel sarcasm 
passes for humor instead of mean-
ness. Meanwhile, what we think of 
as political leadership in Washing-
ton, hip coolness in Hollywood, 
generous charity in church, and 
blithe ignorance on campus is often 
just casual indifference to suffering. 
Sedrick is not Albert Schweitzer, but 
he is authentic, sincere, caring and 
eager to help. At the end of the day 
we will not be saved by hipsters or 
hoopsters, politicos or pastors but 
by humble, broken people like my 
friend Sedrick. 

(If you are interested in your own 
copy Chip On My Shoulder by Gene-
vieve O’Reilly Allen please send us a 
note with a donation and postage.)W 
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White Trash: The 400-Year Untold History of 
Class in America 

by Nancy Isenberg, reviewed by 
Wick Griswold

Nancy Isenberg’s meticulously 
researched analysis of “the untold 
history of social class in America”, 
is an exhaustive examination of 
the historical/socio-cultural evolu-
tion of the underclass in the United 
States. Its primary emphasis is on 
disenfranchised whites in the South, 
but her insights are relevant to 
all areas of the country and racial 
groups. Isenberg traces the relation-
ship between land ownership and 
status from the earliest beginnings 
of the Jamestown Colony through 
the Hoovervilles of the Depression 
to the hovels in Appalachia today. 
Her insights form a coherent picture 
of how the English class system 
crossed the Atlantic and morphed 
into the unique oxymoron unequal 
equality that was an extension of the 
inchoate philosophies of our Found-
ing Fathers. This book is a must 
read for anyone interested in how we 
got into the morass of class that we 
are mired in today.

The author’s initial premise is 
that, in the 17th century, North 
America was seen as a dumping 
ground for the human refuse of 
England. The colonies were seen 
by the British aristocracy as a place 
to get rid of the prisoners, debtors, 
prostitutes, criminals and other mar-
ginalized populations that were per-
ceived as a burden on the economic 
and social systems. The colonizers 
instituted a system of indentured 
servitude that strongly resembled 
slavery and ensured that a segment 
of settlers would live in perpetual 
servitude, even as they began to turn 
a profit for the Mother Country, 
primarily through the export of to-
bacco. This system turned rebellious 
troublemakers into useful pawns. It 
reduced the poverty rate in England, 
and turned the perceived idle into 
productive workers.

Slavery soon blossomed in this 
toxic environment. Indigenous 
people, early forced African im-
migrants and the lowest strata of 
whites were condemned to perpetual 
bondage. White children were espe-
cially vulnerable in this matrix. They 
were responsible for the indentures 
of their parents, should they die, 
and were manipulated into a state of 
perpetual peonage. Interestingly, the 
myth that surrounds these egregious 
activities today gives us a semiotic 
reality map that basks in the belief 
that all English settlers were middle 
class burgers seeking religious 
freedom. As Isenberg points out, 
however, less than half of the early 
immigrants were religious refugees. 
This is still evident in the class de-
nial prevalent among many middle 
class Americans today. But as the 
book explicates, the myth that the 
quest for religious freedom and hard 
work resulted in a proto-democracy, 
was just that…a myth. The reality 
was, and remains, a rigid hierarchy 
of privilege and subordination. 

This resettlement of the poor led 
to the bifurcation of indigent whites 
into the opposing categories of “use-
ful pawns” or “rebellious trouble-
makers.” When their economic 
usefulness wore thin, or the lands 
they squatted on were deemed valu-
able, the troublemaker identity was 
invoked, and they were forced off 
their land and pushed either into less 
desirable territory, or farther and far-
ther West. When they found desir-
able territory to squat on, since land 
ownership was denied to them, the 
landed gentry eventually moved in 

and ousted them once more, creat-
ing a cycle of westward migration in 
which upward mobility was denied 
to the indigent, essentially on the 
grounds that they were an inferior 
breed, genetically indisposed to par-
ticipate in the American Dream.

Isenberg details an extensive 
analysis that demonstrates how 
the prejudices and policies of Ben 
Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, Davy 
Crockett, the Andrews (Jefferson 
and Johnson,) even Harriet Beecher 
Stowe(!), all contributed to the 
development of policies and preju-
dice designed to keep poor whites 
from land ownership, the franchise, 
and full partnership in the Manifest 
Destiny that was relentlessly evolv-
ing westward. Although Franklin 
and Jefferson believed that the con-
tinent’s size would eventually flatten 
out the classes in America, the poli-
cies they helped implement would 
render that to be impossible.

As Americans expanded their 
territory, the idea that the poor were 
biologically inferior took firm root. 
During the Civil War, both sides 
manipulated class (and racial) stereo-
types to bend low income whites to 
their political, economic and mili-
taristic wills. The “Mudsill theory,” 
which expresses the idea that all 
societies must have a class that is 
willing to do the scut work, became 
prominent on both sides. She argues 
that the South during the War Be-
tween the States was the high point 
of aristocratic class dominance. 
There was a real fear that poor 
whites in Dixie would side with the 
North in order to improve their lot. 
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But the Confederacy was able to play 
the race card to keep the oppressed 
Caucasians in their camp.  After 
the Civil War, this theory became 
institutionalized, and ultimately led 
to the emergence of eugenics.

The “Eugenics Craze,” as the 
author phrases it was one of the 
scariest and most bizarre eras in 
America’s bizarre and scary class 
history. It was the ultimate manifes-
tation of the old English idea that 
social class distinctions were a mat-
ter of breeding. That, like animals, 
human genetics could be manipu-
lated to improve the species. Efforts 
were made nationwide to educate 
the middle class on proper marriage 
selection in order to upgrade the US 
population through better babies 
and fitter families. The implicit 
idea behind this proto-Hitlerian 
practice was, of course, the idea 
that the lower classes were mired in 
their negative status because they 
were deemed genetically inferior. 
(Witness their bad teeth and sallow 
complexions.) The horrific result of 
this policy took the form of forced 
sterilizations and incarcerations, 

very often in mental hospitals to 
keep so called “defective” women 
from breeding. At the height of WW 
I, thirty thousand prostitutes and 
other “undesirable” women were 
placed in detention camps and jails 
to keep them away from the soldiers 
whose pure DNA they might have 
adulterated.

Isenberg analyzes the Depression 
in terms of the continuing pushing 
of white trash, farther and farther 
West as an extension of 17th and 18th 
century policies that relegated the 
poor to the worst land. The depic-
tions of “Okies” and “Arkies” by 
Margaret Bouke-White and John 
Steinbeck reinforced images of poor 
whites while sensitizing American’s 
to their plight at the same time. The 
archetype of the hillbilly continued 
to emerge as slightly quaint and piti-
able evolutionary throwbacks, who 
should be content with their lot. The 
ferocious opposition that the New 
Deal and the Great Society faced 
was in large part a reaction to the 
class disdain for rural whites.

Although the book is a very 
serious excoriation of class inequi-

ties in America, it does have a bit of 
a lighter side. The author’s depic-
tion of the Redneck Renaissance 
featuring, Andy Griffith, Elvis, 
Billy Carter, Bill Clinton and Dolly 
Parton is both funny and insight-
ful. She closes with a starker image 
from popular culture, however. 
Her last example of “white trash,” 
is Billy Redden. As a 15 year old, 
Redden was selected to play a pivotal 
role in the film Deliverance. He was 
picked because of his odd looks, 
which were enhanced by makeup 
to portray him as the quintessential 
defective redneck. Forty five years 
after the film’s premier, Billy says 
he wasn’t paid very much for his 
part. In fact, he is now working at 
Walmart, “struggling really hard to 
make ends meet.” Billy is the perfect 
metaphor to close Isenberg’s ambi-
tious analysis… stuck permanently 
in second class citizenship because 
of his less than desirable breeding. 

(Wick Griswold teaches sociol-
ogy at the University of Hartford 
when he is not drifting on the CT 
River.)W 
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Notes, cont.  
protest and civil disobedience. The water 
protectors at Standing Rock and the Hartford 
Catholic Worker follow that example. For that 
reason among many, I am grateful and happy 
to have come to this place. 

I grew up in an inner ring suburb of 
Cleveland called Shaker Heights. Shaker is a 
rather diverse area that has historically striv-
en for integration in its communities. In the 
late 1950’s an intentional community called 
the Ludlow Community Association became 
prominent within Shaker to promote integra-
tion and fight against “white flight”, a national 
phenomenon within suburbs at the time. 
Other neighborhoods in Shaker followed suit 
and the city took notice. Along with the efforts 
of such communities, the city incentivized 
people to integrate by providing low interest 
loans for Black and brown families moving 
into predominately white neighborhoods and 
for white families moving into predominately 
Black and brown neighborhoods. Subsequent-
ly, Shaker Heights has become much more 
racially integrated than the average suburb. 

I do not bring up the history of some far 
off Midwest suburb to boast about my back-
ground with diversity, but rather, to give some 
insight into my perspective of my last three 
months at the Hartford Catholic Worker. The 
truth is that my background did not prepare 
me well for my time here.

I may have friends and family 
members who do not share my skin 
tone but that does not mean I fully 
understand the issues facing our 
community in the north end of Hart-
ford. Assuming that my background 
makes me more prepared than others 
to live and work in this community 
would be an incredible mistake. At 
this point I believe the greatest 
purpose I can serve is to live and work 
for the community without trying 
to impose my own agenda on what I 
think is needed. 

This is one of the most impov-
erished and racially divided areas I 
have ever lived in, but that does not 
make the community any less vibrant or good. 
Whenever I go out for a walk I am greeted 
by strangers who stop to talk with me and 
ask how I am doing. They all know the Green 
House. The oppression that occurs based on 
race, class, gender, sexual orientation, etc. 
permeate our society. That much seems evi-
dent in the wake of the presidential election. 
However, I find hope in this community and in 
my hometown. The intentional communities 
that fought for Shaker to integrate remind me 
that we all have a responsibility to stand with 
the oppressed and fight against the divisive 
legislation and rhetoric of our time. Addition-
ally, this intentional community in the north 
end of Hartford has reminded me to check 
myself and simply be present. I know the com-

munity can teach me much more than I will be 
able to offer in return. 

In the last three months the Green House 
has continued to be full of people of all ages 
enjoying each other’s company.  Of course we 
have tough times and conflicts that need to be 
settled, but there continues to be laughter and 
joy within the house when we have “program”. 
Much to my delight, there is still a fair amount 
of basketball being played even through the 
cold weather. Additionally, Dwight continues 
to have great art projects for the kids to do! 
Through the Halloween season the children 
were painting pumpkins and making fantas-
tic creatures out of twist ties. One of my favor-
ite moments at the Green House so far came 
during the Halloween party. The twins, Eric 
and Elijah, were jumping all over me as I tried 
to carry on a conversation with an older kid 
in the house. After a couple of minutes they 
stopped jumping and Elijah came right up to 
me and said “Okay Caleb, you can stop talking 
and tickle me now!” How could I refuse? 

Sometimes it seems that the days and 
weeks go by very quickly, but those moments 
stick out to me. There have been so many 
instances that have made me feel privileged 
to get to know these children. During this 
Advent season it may be difficult to find hope. 
As a society it may seem like no progress is 
being made or we have taken a few steps back. 
But as Chris once said to me and Anneliese, 
the fight for social justice is not a sprint, 
it is a marathon. It is important to not be 
discouraged and to keep fighting because this 
community has so much to offer. Try to be 
vulnerable and break down some barriers in 
your life. Those moments bring the hope that 
is desperately needed in this world. WThe Twist Tie Artists
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Pope Francis
(The following is an excerpt from the 

pope’s homily delivered on All Saints’ Day, 
Nov. 1, 2016 in Malmo, Sweden)

The Beatitudes are in some sense 
the Christian’s identity card. They 
identify us as followers of Jesus. 
We are called to be blessed, 
to be followers of Jesus, to 
confront the troubles and 
anxieties of our age with the 
spirit and love of Jesus.

Thus we ought to be able 
to recognize and respond 
to new situations with fresh 
spiritual energy. Blessed are 
those who remain faith-
ful while enduring evils 
inflicted on them by oth-
ers, and forgive them from 
their heart. 

Blessed are those who 
look into the eyes of the 
abandoned and marginal-
ized, and show them their 
closeness. 

Blessed are those who 

see God in every person, and 
strive to make others also dis-
cover him.

 Blessed are those who protect 
and care for our common home.

Blessed are those who re-
nounce their own comfort in 
order to help others. 

Those Who Are Blessed Today
Blessed are those who pray 

and work for full communion 
between Christians. 

All these are messengers of God’s 
mercy and tenderness, and surely 
they will receive from him their 
merited reward.

Dear brothers and sisters, the call 
to holiness is directed to ev-
eryone and must be received 
from the Lord in a spirit of 
faith. The saints spur us on 
by their lives and their inter-
cession before God, and we 
ourselves need one another 
if we are to become saints. 
Together let us implore the 
grace to accept this call with 
joy and to join in bringing it 
to fulfilment. To our heav-
enly Mother, Queen of All 
Saints, we entrust our inten-
tions and the dialogue aimed 
at the full communion of all 
Christians, so that we may 
be blessed in our efforts 
and may attain holiness in 
unity.W

Martin Espada
Not songs of loyalty alone are these,

But songs of insurrection also,
For I am the sworn poet of every dauntless 

rebel the world over.
           -Walt Whitman
I see the dark-skinned bodies 

falling in the street as their ancestors 
fell before the whip and steel, the last 
blood pooling, the last breath spitting.

I see the immigrant street vendor 
flashing his wallet to the cops,

shot so many times there are bullet 
holes in the soles of his feet.

I see the deaf woodcarver and his 
pocketknife, crossing the street

in front of a cop who yells, then 
fires. I see the drug raid, the wrong

door kicked in, the minister’s heart 
seizing up. I see the man hawking

How We Could Have Lived or Died This Way
a fistful of cigarettes, the cop’s 

chokehold that makes his wheezing 
lungs stop wheezing forever. I am in 
the crowd, at the window, kneeling 
beside the body left on the asphalt for 
hours, covered in a sheet.

I see the suicides: the conga player 
handcuffed for drumming on the 
subway, hanged in the jail cell with 
his hands cuffed behind him; the 
suspect leaking blood from his chest 
in the back seat of the squad car; the 
300-pound boy said to stampede 
barehanded into the bullets drilling 
his forehead.

I see the coroner nodding, the 
words he types in his report burrow-
ing into the skin like more bullets. 
I see the government investigations 
stacking, words buzzing on the page, 

then suffocated as bees suffocate in a 
jar. I see the next Black man, flee-
ing as the fugitive slave once fled the 
slave-catcher, shot in the back for a 
broken tail light. I see the cop hand-
cuff the corpse.

I see the rebels marching, hands 
upraised before the riot squads, faces 
in bandannas against the tear gas, and 
I walk beside them unseen.

I see the poets, who will write 
the songs of insurrection generations 
unborn will read or hear a century 
from now, words that make them 
wonder how we could have lived or 
died this way, how the descendants of 
slaves still fled and the descendants 
of slave-catchers still shot them, how 
we awoke every morning without 
the blood of the dead sweating from 
every pore.W
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Return Service Requested

Caleb Beachy
The leaves have turned and Thanksgiving is only about two weeks away! 

Anneliese and I have been at the Hartford Catholic Worker for almost three 
months now and we are learning about how busy the holidays can be at the 
Green House. The night before the Halloween party we had our annual fund-
raiser event at St. James Episcopal Church. Thanks to everyone who came out 
to support the Hartford Catholic Worker! It was a great night and you all made 
that happen. We are getting calls every day with requests to be put on the tur-
key list. From what I hear about past years we should have more than enough 
to give a turkey to every family in our program and then to others, as they are 
available. This sort of sharing is a true testament to the sprit of Thanksgiving 
and it is so great that the community can come together to assure a turkey for 
those who need it.

Through this Thanksgiving season (and every other season, for that matter) 
it is important to remember our Native American brothers and sisters, espe-
cially the water protectors standing in protest against the construction of the 
Dakota Access Pipeline. As it turns out, a couple of our own community mem-
bers were able to join in protest. Jackie and Brian traveled to North Dakota with 
some companions to protest at the state capitol. They were eventually arrested 
and taken to jail, but have since been released and are making their way back 
to Hartford. From my time here so far it is evident that this community pursues 
social justice with a fervor that gives me new hope. I often think that our society 
too easily distills the legacy of the civil rights movement and Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. down to his “I Have a Dream” speech. But in reality, Dr. King along 
with Rosa Parks and so many others 
set an example through nonviolent 

“Holy Land” 
photo by Jackie Allen-Doucot
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